FORENSICS AND DEBATE TEAM
RETURNS TO DEPARTMENT

The department of interpersonal communication welcomed the university Forensic, Speech and Debate Team who moved over here from the department of theatre and film.

“It has been a very healthy, very happy transition for the team,” Paul Wesley Alday, director of Forensics and Debate, said.

The Forensics, Speech and Debate Team was established in 1919 as a cocurricular, competitive team committed to promoting communicative, creative and performance excellence on campus. Alday said it is the oldest competitive student organizations on campus.

The team was originally part of the School of Communication Studies in the 1980s, before the department of theater and film went its separate way. So the recent change for the program is not entirely new but rather is a return to the familiar.

“It just felt like the right time for a homecoming,” Alday said.

The invitation to return comes with several other perks for the team.

In addition to the support of the department of interpersonal communication and the enhanced opportunity for publicity, the team also now enjoys a larger practice space located in 031 West Hall.
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Forensics

“Our team is one of the many hidden secrets on campus,” Alday said. And the group certainly has the credentials to back up this statement.

Team members, who travel to weekend competitions around the region to perform a variety of different public speaking events, interpretive performances and debates, have racked up quite a bit of hardware.

In addition to being current state champs, the team presently holds the longest winning streak in Collegiate Forensics Association history with six back to back titles.

But the team’s success extends far beyond championships and individual awards.

“The primary reason we exist is for skill development,” Alday said. “These are the things that get people jobs and keep them employed.”

This season also marked the return of Falcon Forensics to the National Forensics Association National Championships, where the team placed fourth in their division. The largest national competition, NFA had 800 participants from over 80 schools.

“This certainly has been an exceptional year and we look forward to continued growth in the years to come,” Alday said.

There are over 1,500 alumni of BGSU’s forensics team, including author Philana Boles, Rebecca Biggs of NBC News in Atlanta and most recently, the 2005 and 2006 Faces of Fox Toledo, Leah D’Emilio and Abby Bollenbacher.

by Taylor Copeland, ’08
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BGeX

The program is designed to help all first-year students make a successful transition to college, while establishing close relationships with their professors and fellow classmates.

Lengel’s course examined communication and culture dynamics in other international cultures while identifying similarities and differences between her students’ values and those of other cultures around the world.

“In my class we came up with a list of values and discussed the concepts of them while critiquing the diverse difference of values throughout other cultures,” Lengel said.

Lin was also enthusiastic to include the topic of values within his course. Although the class was primarily about communication studies, he was able to incorporate the ideas of principles and morals with public speaking and other forms of communication.

One requirement for Lin’s class was a values paper. Students were asked to keep a journal of group activities and personal activities that they participated in regularly. Then, they were asked to analyze these activities by exploring the values involved with their actions with a communications perspective.

“I was able to awaken the consciousness of values behind things we talk about in communication studies,” Lin said. “We would discuss the values dealing with making a public speech and democracy.”

Both teachers said the most rewarding part of this experience was the relationships they gained while teaching these classes.

“The level of intellectual intimacy between the professor and students in this class was a resourceful tool for guiding the students through their college experience,” Lengel said.

Both professors plan to teach an IPC 102 course for the BGeXperience program in fall 2007.

by Rachel Pazdziora, ’08
Research grant helps
Perrysburg Heights explore its
community values

Radhika Gajjala, an associate professor in interpersonal communication, received a service learning grant from Partnerships for Community Action and the Center for Innovative and Transformative Education at BGSU.

Gajjala used the grant in her work with the Perrysburg Heights Community.

Gajjala, her students and the community group, worked to create a mural in the community center that displays the core values of the Perrysburg Heights Community.

To figure out what the Perrysburg Heights Community felt was meaningful and important to them, Gajjala sought the help of students in two of her classes—COMS 640, a graduate level research class, and IPC 405, a computer class that focused on cultures and organizations. Through these classes, Gajjala and her students were able to conduct research on the history of the community.

Her graduate class helped to gather oral history and oral narratives of members of the community.

These histories were gathered through interviews and were taped and converted into podcasts.

The undergraduate class was helpful in accomplishing this task because of their technology background.

Anita Serda, the administrative assistant for PCA/CITE and a second generation member of the Perrysburg Heights community, said three values kept coming out in the interviews. These included faith, community and the feeling of family across the community.

Using these three values, Gajjala’s group and the community members created a mural on the wall within the Perrysburg Heights Community Center. The mural was funded with the help of the grant.

“This grant was an opportunity to offer something to the community instead of taking,” Gajjala said.

One of the main goals of the project Gajjala said was to bring the generations closer together and present a positive image of this culture to society.

Children, ages 7 to 15, of the community helped to gather oral histories through interviewing older community members.

Because the children were directly involved in the project, they were able to gain so much more from the experience. Rather than just seeing the finished mural, they were a part of creating it.

Serdà said it gave the children opportunities to learn about their roots and their heritage. It also allowed the children to see that they have talent and a voice.

by Amanda Palmer, ’08

BG maintains relationships with Tunisian university

Improving the teaching of media and journalism in Tunisia and the North African region was one of the main reasons the grant-funded project was designed by professors Lara Lengel of interpersonal communication and Catherine Cassara of journalism.

Though the grant, which was funded by the U.S State Department’s Middle East Partnership Initiative, officially ended in the fall, the BGSU community continues its relationship with the Tunisian university.

Many boxes of English-Language books given by students, staff and faculty have been sent overseas.

“We have been mailing the books, hundreds of copies,” Cassara said.

The relationship between BGSU and Tunisia taught people on both sides.

“The relationship is worth it. We want to further it,” Cassara said.

Some workshops dealing with the media at large and a video conference about specific projects are planned for the spring to bring together the staff and faculty of both universities.

Cassara also said they have pending applications for grants from the state department. Results are expected late summer or early fall depending on when Congress finishes its funding reviews.

by Neema Ndungaruge, ’08
Fresh out of school, Stephen Croucher, has come to the interpersonal communication department with a strong work ethic -- the same that got him through his college years.

As a journalism major, Croucher earned his undergraduate degree from the University of Nebraska at Omaha.

Croucher wanted to be a journalist, but found working with the newspapers burned him out.

"As nerdy as it was, I like theory -- working with people," he said.

He went on to earn his master’s degree in rhetoric from Minnesota State at Mankato.

Then, in spring 2006, Croucher earned his doctorate from the University of Oklahoma. While at Oklahoma, he was also in charge of the forensics team, which he said was a time-consuming job.

“He completed his coursework and dissertation for the Ph.D. in just three years,” said Todd Sandel, a University of Oklahoma professor and co-chair of Croucher’s doctoral committee.

“Most doctoral students take four years or more to complete the degree, so you can see how dedicated he was as a student.”

He has brought that same dedication to BGSU. Croucher was recently invited to attend the Freedom and Prejudice Conference in Istanbul, Turkey, as a keynote speaker.

While there, he delivered a presentation on “The European Union and the Hijab: Can the Two Coexist?” The presentation discussed how Muslim women who wear a hijab in certain European countries have sparked laws intended to prohibit the wearing of the hijab.

The conference brought a broad range of people to Turkey, including attendees from across Europe, North Africa, the Middle East and Asia.

“Very few Americans, maybe two or three,” Croucher said. “That’s why I liked it.”

In July, Croucher will travel to the Netherlands for a conference on immigration and diversity. His presentation will be based on Muslims in Europe and their trouble adapting as immigrants within the country.

The people attending this international conference primarily include political scientists, journalists, economists and philosophers.

Croucher said he will be one of very few people attending from a communication department.

In addition to the honor of speaking at a conference this summer, Croucher’s first book will come out this summer. The book is titled “France and Islam: The Failure of French-Muslim Cultural Adaptation.”

“It is one of the first efforts by a social scientist to systematically investigate the inter-ethnic conflicts in France,” said Eric Kramer, a University of Oklahoma professor and co-chair of Croucher’s doctoral committee.

In the book, Croucher features voices from Muslims and non-Muslims on why Muslims are having trouble adapting to the French culture.

“Muslims want that hyphenated community,” Croucher said. “They want to be known as French-Muslim.”

This book is a place for people to speak out on the issue of Muslim and non-Muslim people adapting to a certain community or culture.

As a true military brat, Croucher never called one place home while growing up; however, he recognizes South Carolina as his original home.

Upon recalling his younger days in South Carolina, Croucher chuckled and made reference to not understanding how we, as people from the North, deal with the freezing weather that plagued us this winter.

According to his colleagues, Croucher is a hard, diligent worker.

“He’s a pretty hard worker,” Julie Burke, department chair, said. “He’s in here everyday plugging away.”

Burke said the fact that he is in his office nearly everyday makes it very valuable to the students who are seeking help in class. She also said Croucher makes things easier for her by volunteering when things need to get done.

Croucher’s strong work ethic benefits all at BGSU.

by Troy J. Amormino, ’08
Michael Butterworth tried to stay out of higher education.

Higher education moved his family around. Born in Kalamazoo, Mich., Butterworth moved with his family to California at the age of 3. Though they lived in California for 10 years, it was in four different cities. From California, his family moved to Flagstaff, Ariz., for two years, and he started high school. The final move was to Macomb, Ill., where he graduated from high school.

“All these moves were connected to my dad’s job changes in higher education,” Butterworth said.

Michael Butterworth tried to stay out of higher education.

His father was the Dean of the College of Fine Arts and Communication at Western Illinois University. His sister has a doctorate in English literature and his brother-in-law has a doctorate in creative writing. They are both on the faculty at Stephen F. Austin State University in Texas.

Michael Butterworth tried to stay out of higher education.

He wanted to go into communication consulting and training. After earning his master’s degree from Northern Illinois in 1996 he took a job at a computer training company as a full-time trainer.

“I had done some coursework in training and development, and thought this would be the route I took,” he said. “But when I decided this position wasn’t ideal, I ended up applying for a full-time faculty position at the College of Lake County, a community college in the Chicago suburbs. That got me back into education for good.”

The new assistant professor, who earned his doctorate from Indiana University in 2006, has found a place in higher education and students and faculty at BGSU reap the benefits of that decision.

One of the benefits of Butterworth’s hiring is his strength in the classroom. During the time Butterworth spent interviewing for the job here, he had to teach a class.

Julie Burke, department chair, said he did a great job in the class. “It’s really hard for someone to take over a class for one day,” she said. “He was so effective. More than 75 percent of the class participated.”

Lauren Hogan, a senior who had Butterworth for two courses, said she would rank him as one of her top 10 professors in her four years here. She said he didn’t just lecture; instead he got the students involved.

Butterworth said he has a lot of experience in performance-oriented arenas – music, theater, speech team, radio broadcasting.

“I think that helps in the classroom,” he said. “Teaching is a kind of performance. I think the more energy you put into it the more classroom interaction can take care of itself.”

Butterworth said he tries to make decisions ahead of time about examples that students can relate to while also challenging them with things they are not familiar with.

“The bottom line is that if students believe you want to hear from them -- and they’re much better at sensing insincerity than we give them credit for – they’re more likely to talk,” Butterworth said.

When not in the classroom, Butterworth’s research interests involve the relationship between organized sports and democratic culture.

“I view rhetorical criticism as a form of political critique, so I try to challenge language and actions with sports that are unjust or anti-democratic,” he said. “I have mostly focused on baseball, both because I follow it closely and because it presumes to be the most American of sports.”

Which begs the question, “What teams does he follow?”

“Chicago Cubs, without hesitation,” he said. “I’m mostly loyal to Chicago teams.”

Butterworth said he likes the collaborative attitude of his colleagues.

“Doors are always open,” he said. “People enjoy talking to each other, and we treat one another with respect. I can genuinely look forward to seeing and talking with my colleagues here.”

Though he said his first year is kind of a blur, he has a book proposal and three projects in the works.

“I have also been making some noise in the department, proposing some changes to the curriculum,” he said. “I want very much to develop more opportunities to incorporate civic engagement and political citizenship themes in our courses.”

Opportunities abound, and it seems pretty clear that Butterworth is making the most of them in higher education.

by Kelly Taylor

Teaching is a kind of performance.
I think the more energy you put into it, the more classroom interaction can take care of itself.

-Michael Butterworth
Growing up with his brothers, sisters and mom, Bernard Little became the man of the house. He helped his mom make decisions every day. It didn’t take long for that to spark an interest in leadership that has lead to his current position as president of Undergraduate Student Government.

In high school, Little helped with administrative responsibilities. The only student trusted to hand out teachers’ checks, Little often stayed hours after the dismissal bell.

During this time, he said he gained friends and mentors of school administrators and was always as involved as possible.

For college, his priorities were different. Little said he wanted to stay out of organizations to focus on enjoying college life. Yet two weeks into his first semester, he became part of the Kohl Hall council.

Shortly after, Little was a part of seven different organizations in his first year alone. “That’s how I live,” Little said. “Being busy is my life. I thrive off that. I wasn’t stressed; that’s just where I find my fun.”

Little was drawn to interpersonal communication because of the emphasis on establishing trust and friendship through one-on-one interaction. “That’s the best form of communication,” Little said.

In a position that demands extraordinary public speaking skills, Little feels his own natural abilities combined with what he has learned as an IPC major allow him to truly connect with his audience.

“I never imagine people in their underwear when I speak to them,” Little said. He said he never reads from a script either, instead focusing on making everyone in the audience feel like he is having a casual conversation with them.

Little’s academic adviser, Julie Burke, said she is proud to have a student from the department in such a visible and vital role.

She said the effective communication that Little has learned through IPC has allowed him to step up to the plate. “I think he relishes those opportunities,” she said.

Jodi Webb, associate dean of students, has known Little for years. She said his communication skills on a personal basis allowed him to stand out at orientation events, connecting with new staff and making students and their parents feel welcome.

Webb said Little has always been able to jump in and take the lead when it is needed and keep everyone at a certain level of comfort by his friendly, outgoing attitude.

Little said a major driving force is the presence of mentors.

One of those is Ed Whipple, who is the vice president of student affairs. Little said Whipple has been like a father to him.

Because of the impact Whipple and others have had on his life, Little said his goal is to help others in the same way.

To do that, Little said he plans on being in an educational leadership role, either the principal of a school or president of a university.

Whatever the job, Little said he wants to “be a blessing to a college student or to a high school student.”

Little is looking forward to graduate work at Miami University of Ohio, following graduation. “It’s been a great journey,” he said.

By Barrett Dorner ’10

Non-traditional student wins scholarship

IPC student Jeri Taube won a scholarship from the Association for Women in Communications Professional Chapter in Toledo.

Taube said winning this was not only an honor, but a life changing experience which has inspired her to pursue a career in communication.

Taube, 58, came back to school three years ago. Because she entered college in her mid 20s or later, she is considered a non-traditional student.

During her first semester, she took a communication class and was

continued on page 7
Students in two sections of an advanced level interpersonal communication class called Gender and Communication organized a “Love Your Body Day” on Oct. 18.

Nineteen students volunteered to coordinate the event held outside the Bowen-Thompson Student Union from 11 a.m. to 2 p.m.

The students chose to have their involvement count as their term project grade as opposed to doing a traditional research paper.

The student-led event took its lead from the national Love Your Body Campaign begun in 1998 by the National Organization for Women.

When the students learned about the idea, they wanted to get actively involved on their own campus, instructor Tracy Barton said.

The purpose of the event was to raise awareness about women’s health, body image and self-esteem, and the impact of all the negative messages people receive every day.

Barton said they also included men’s issues as well because there were men in the classes and these images are also harmful.

Having a positive body image leads to lower rates of depression and anxiety, and increases overall well-being and health, according to NOW.

Some of the students shared findings from body-image surveys they conducted among BGSU students.

They were also displays on healthy eating and demonstrations on healthy practices such as yoga, tai chi, kickboxing and self-defense.

Wellness Connection, a branch of the Student Health Services, partnered with the Gender and Communication classes for the event.

---
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**Taube wins scholarship**

inspired by the professor to teach. “I want to do this, and I’m not going to waste any time,” she said.

Criteria for the scholarship requires an above average grade point average, enrollment in either Bowling Green State University or University of Toledo, a standing of sophomore or higher and a recommendation from an instructor in communication.

“We were very impressed with Jeri’s application” Maria Jadwisjak, a scholarship committee member, said. “We felt she was very deserving and were most impressed with her being a non-traditional student.”

Taube said, “As a non-traditional student, my applications are so detailed because I have a time advantage and have experienced a lot.”

IPC instructor Tracy Barton who has had Taube as a student, said, “You just like her! She is a great role model because her goals are explicit and the fact that she is a non-traditional student is very motivating.”

Taube will graduate in 2007 after only three and a half years. She plans to get her master’s degree so she can teach communication classes at the college level.

*by Angela Stein, ’08*
CONTRIBUTION

Department of Interpersonal Communication

Name: ____________________________
Class year: __________
Address: ____________________________
____________________________________
____________________________________
Daytime phone: _______________________
E-mail address: _______________________
Enclosed is my gift of:
☐ $500  ☐ $250  ☐ $100  ☐ $50
☐ $__________

I would like my gift to:
☐ be used for annual awards or projects in
the Department of Interpersonal Communications
☐ become a permanent part of School of
Communication Studies’ endowment for
scholarships and projects

PAYMENT INFORMATION
☐ Check enclosed
payable to BGSU Foundation, Inc.
☐ Please charge my
☐ VISA  ☐ Mastercard  ☐ Discover
Account # ____________ Exp. ________
Signature ____________________________

☐ I will arrange for my company
to match this gift.

Mail contributions to:
Dr. Oliver Boyd-Barrett
302 West Hall
BGSU
Bowling Green, OH 43403-0237

visit us on the Web @ www.bgsu.edu/departments/ipc